DODGE VIPER SRT10 V10
£34,995

Jul 1995

67000 miles

Manual

Petrol

Description

Super rare example enhanced by U.S tuners Hennessey to 600 Venom spec boasting a claimed 600Bhp from
its 8.0 V10 engine - Mega!! That a major US manuf acturer could come up with such an exciting concept car was
startling enough but Chry sler's decision to put the Viper into production was nothing short of astonishing. Inspired, as
its name suggests, by the legendary Cobra, Tom Gale's design study made its motor show debut in 1989 f ollowing
discussions between Chry sler boss Bob Lutz and Cobra-creator Carroll Shelby ; its appearance triggering an av alanche
of deposit cheques. Without doubt, a large part of the Viper's 'back to basics' appeal stems f rom its unique selling
point: a massiv ely powerf ul eight-litre, V10 engine!! This particular example looks to have been breathed on in
the States by Hennessey Performance of Houston, Texas, and proudly wears their plaque inside the snug
cockpit suggesting the car to have been tuned to ‘Venom 600’ spec Serial No. 019 suggesting the car to put
out 600Bhp!! Other noteworthy f eatures include Koni suspension, newly f itted twin 8'' Venom stripes and also f reshly
glossed black alloy s / slot-in windows and clip-on hardtop. A rare opportunity to purchase a real 1990's supercar...with
only 67,000 miles covered from new!!...

Technical Data
CO2 Emmissions
Fuel Type
Transmission
Year of Manufacture
Color
BHP

Engine Capacity

8000

Petrol

Number of Doors

2

Manual

6 Months Tax Cost

0

12 Months Tax Cost

0

1995
Y ELLOW

Euro Status
MPG Combined

Motorhouse Wales make every effort to ensure all prices and vehicle details on this website are correct. However, as these are used cars, the standard specification
can sometimes differ from that shown. Please satisfy yourself that a vehicle has a specific feature that is important to you before purchasing. Our staff at the dealership
will be happy to assist you. Prices, offers and details of vehicles are subject to change without notification.

